
Digital Evidence Legal Video Services Conducts MCLE Seminar  
at the Law Offices of Demler, Armstrong & Rowland, LLP  

 

Long Beach, California – December 7, 2007 
 

Digital Evidence Legal Video Services’ CEO, Michael L. Jones, conducted a 1-Hour 
MCLE seminar at the law offices of Demler, Armstrong & Rowland, LLP on Friday, 
December 7, 2007.  
 

Demler senior attorney, James P. Lemieux brought Mr. Jones into the firm as a presenter to 
educate Demler’s new associates in the area of video depositions.  As a seasoned litigator, 
Mr. Lemieux oversees various aspects of training Demler’s new associates at the Long Beach, 
California law firm. 
 

Throughout the seminar, Mr. Jones covered sections of the California Rules of Evidence 
and Civil Procedure, along with topics such as; common and costly mistakes to avoid 
during video depositions, identifying positive and negative bias, how the attorney and 
client’s credibility are compromised during video depositions, and effective witness 
preparation for video depositions. 
 

In addition to participating in the interactive forum’s live presentation, the new associates 
embraced the opportunity to view and discuss the high-tech audio and video illustrations to 
enhance their overall understanding of the proceedings.   
 

Mr. Jones said, “Given the fact that technology in the legal profession is steadily increasing; 
Mr. Lemieux exhibited great vision by presenting a collective opportunity for the firm’s new 
litigator’s to comprehend the advantages and pitfalls relative to conducting video depositions.”   
 

Jones further commented, “Some of Demler’s veteran trial lawyers were in attendance, but the 
majority of the attorneys participating in the seminar were from “the computer generation.”  
Part of Mr. Lemieux ‘s strategy is to prepare the new associates in his firm for the high-tech 
universe of litigation.”   
 

At the conclusion of the seminar, Mr. Jones received outstanding ratings from the participants - 
in every category on the State Bar of California’s activity evaluation form.  
 

“As a provider of continuing legal education, I can’t think of anything more rewarding than 
hearing the attorney’s in attendance state that they gained relevant insight into the material 
presented.  To know that the information contained in our curriculum will assist them in their 
area of practice is what it’s all about,” Jones concluded.  
        

Michael is a member of the Los Angeles County Bar Association, and the John M. Langston 
Bar Association.  He is not an attorney.   
 

Mr. Jones’ firm, Digital Evidence Legal Video Services is certified by the State Bar of California 
as a Provider of Approved MCLE credited activity. 
________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Due to the increasing costs of continuing legal education, Digital Evidence offers 
discounted group rates to conduct MCLE Seminars. 

 

For a Complete List of Digital Evidence’ MCLE Seminars, Curriculum and Rates 
Please E-Mail Your Request to: 

 

mjones@digitalevidence1.com or Contact Us Toll Free @ 1.877.422.6222 
 

“Present Your Evidence With Confidence” 


